IRISi is a social enterprise established to promote and improve the healthcare response to gender-based violence.

IRISi NEWS

By launching a new package
of training materials, a new
data system and a tool to
highlight cost effectiveness,
the organisation improves
its processes and aims
for even better results
When the COVID pandemic took a grip on the UK, in
March 2020, the IRISi team rapidly adapted its
training materials to enable safe, virtual delivery of
the IRIS programme. But that was just the beginning
of a more extensive project that culminated in a
comprehensive training review of all the IRIS
materials for general practice teams. This is now
finished and has been rolled out to the IRIS network
since mid-May.
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ALONGSIDE THIS, THE
ORGANISATION HAS DEVELOPED
A NEW DATA SYSTEM AND A
COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
(CEA) TOOL, BOTH OF WHICH
WILL REFINE DATA REPORTING
AND ANALYSIS, AND ARE ALSO
READY TO BE LAUNCHED.

Read more

HiGHLiGHTS
WALES' MILESTONE
We are pleased to share that IRIS has passed another
milestone in our first two health board areas in Wales (Cardiff &
the Vale and Cwm Taf): the local teams have now received over
2,000 referrals for women. It means that, after being trained in
the IRIS Programme, General Practice teams in these localities
were able to identify and refer into specialist support more than
2,000 women affected by Domestic Violence and Abuse (DVA).
Thanks to our great delivery partners in these sites: Cardiff
Women's Aid, BAWSO, RCT Women's Aid and Safer Merthyr.
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published online. IRISi is a collaborator in the
study. READ MORE>>

AVA NEW APP
AVA (@AVAproject) has launched a new 24hr
digital tool for survivors. #BreathingSpace
The app is full of self-care tips, signposting to
local and national services plus stories from
survivors.
READ MORE>>

